
SAM HARRIS 
Simplified Rider 

SOUND REQUIREMENTS 

SOUND CHECK: 
There should be a sound check in the mid/late afternoon when 
another events in the area are not taking place.  
When Sam arrives for his sound check, the equipment 
should already be loaded in and up, on and ready for Sam.  
Reverb should already be set in his vocal mic and his separate 
monitor mix shall be ready for details. 

PRESENTER must provide a first class sound system for "Sam 
Harris." The sound system is to include console, mics (as 
specified,) power distribution, cable & adapters, mic stands, 
gaffers’ tape and all other equipment to render the sound system 
operational.  The following specifics are required: 

Grand piano appropriately mic’d from the inside, positioned just 
up stage right of Sam’s center area. The lid should be shut. 

We are amenable to different systems as long as the following 
are in some way provided: 

Console: 
1 Main House Console with PFL, 4 band EQ, stereo FOH mix 
and at least three (3) auxiliary sends (2 for monitors.)  i.e. Alan & 
Heath GL, Yamaha 916.  All sound system components shall be 
powered from the same grounded A/C source and shall be 
independent of the lighting's service.  

Outboard Gear: 
1 Professional Quality reverb unit (Yamaha SPX 900 or 990) 
It is essential that Sam have a separate monitor mix from 
the house with reverb control. (He likes much more reverb 
than the audience hears) 



  

Microphones, Cables & Stands: 
ARTISTS require three (3) high quality vocal microphones - one 
cordless for Sam, one for pianist and one for backup.  

One (1) Straight Black Mic Stand with rounded base (no tripods) 

One (1) boom stand for pianist vocals 

Cabling for  mic to allow movement far SL or far SR (for backup 
mic) 

Speakers: 
A high-quality speaker system to deliver smooth & accurate, full 
& equal coverage of entire venue. Minimum frequency range of 
100hz to 18kh  (Meyer, Apogee, EV, Delta Max) 

Monitor Speakers: 
 Three (3) matching monitor speakers capable of delivering a 

smooth and equal coverage of entire playing area Two for Sam, 
splitting center in the downstage area and one monitor set 
upstage of pianist with a separate mix from Sam’s. 

LIGHTING: (dependent on venue) 
General lighting (with color/mood choices), cyc choices if 
available 
A spot light (if available) 
SPECIALS:  
Down Center (Sam plays most material at stand mic DSC) 
Downstage mid left 
Crook of piano 
On piano (Sam sits on piano in crook) 
On Down stage mid right (at edge of stage)  
Sam to sit on piano. 

BACKSTAGE OR HOLDING AREA: 
Prior to Sam’s appearance, he will need a private dressing 
room/holding area that can be set up with: 



Room temperature bottled water 
Hot water for tea 
Honey 
Apple Juice 
Yellow Gatorade 
Packaged Turkey Lunch Meat 
A large bag of Lays (or similar) potato chips. 

ON STAGE: 
Sam shall have a small area to place a face towel, water, juice, 
hat, etc. during performance. 

One backless, black stool. 


